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ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Meet Bijou &amp; Mica! How do I sum these two up in just 

a few short sentences ? What an adorable duo they are! 

Bijou is a tiny little tabby powerhouse. She is definitely in 

charge and rules the sibling roost - from eating the rest of 

Mica&rsquo;s food to showing him how to be brave and 

that he doesn&rsquo;t have to be afraid of new things! 

These two were trapped behind a local diner as feral 

kittens. They came to us scared of humans - hissing, hiding 

and ears pinned back. It&rsquo;s hard to imagine and very 

sad to think they were originally destined for a scared life 

on the streets struggling. After lots of love, TLC, food and 

patience - Bijou (who seemed MORE unwilling of the duo!) 

started to show signs of letting her guard down. That 

moment is where our love story begins! Bijou is absolutely 

adorable. She rolls over for belly rubs, follows and nuzzles 

my hand for pets and is just the sweetest little quirky 

tabby baby!! She LOVES crinkle toys and feather wands! 

Mica is still a little shy with new people - he is very much 

the chill, mellow, laid back type. He and Bijou love to 

wrestle each other - but often be can be found laying next 

to their foster mentor (cat) Bruno just watching birds out 

the window. These two are the best of outgoing and active 

with laid back and mellow - the best of both worlds in 2 

super adorable packages ! They live for their push ups 

snacks and their temptation treats before bed! No kids, 

small dogs may be okay. They LOVE friendly, welcoming 

cats!! They would love a kitty friend to show them the 

ropes. These babies are so special, I&rsquo;m so in love. 

Anyone would be lucky to have them- when given some 

patience and love they will blossom into the Purrfect 

addition to your family!
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